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A realization of an integer sequence means a graph which has this sequence 
as its degree sequence. This paper gives some characterizations of the sequences 
with unique labeled realization and also provides an efficient algorithm for 
testing if a sequence has a unique unlabeled realization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a labeled graph with vertices V, , V, ,..., V, . For each i, let di 
be the degree of Vi in G. The sequence (dl , d, ,..., d,) is called the degree 
sequence of G, and G is called a realization of this sequence. A sequence is 
called graphic if it possesses a realization. A graphic sequence whose 
realizations are all one-isomorphic is called unigraphic. 
Some characterizations of the sequences with unique realization are 
given in Section 3. Starting at Section 4, we deal with unigraphic sequences. 
For an arbitrarily given sequence, one can always count its unlabeled 
realizations by Polya’s enumeration theorem (see Pathasarathy [7]). But 
this takes rather complicated and time-consuming calculation. Instead of 
enumeration, the present approach depends mainly on the techniques on 
complementary pairs of graphs. Let S denote a sequence with length n. 
Theorem 37 establishes the equivalence between the unigraphicality of 5’ 
and the unigraphicality of some shorter sequences whose total length is 
less than n; and these shorter sequences are obtained from S through O(n) 
steps (additions and comparisons of integers). So the unigraphicality of S 
can be tested within O(n2) steps. 
Convention. In this paper a sequence shall always mean a finite 
sequence of nonnegative integers whose sum is an even integer such that 
the length of the sequence is greater than each individual term. The 
symbol S will always denote the nonincreasing sequence: 
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4n any realization G of S, Vi will be the vertex corresponding to the dth 
term in S, while other notations such as U, V, tv,... may also stand for 
vertices in G. A vertex of degree d is called a d-vertex, and an edge joining 
a d-vertex with an e-vertex is called an (d, e)-edge. Whenever we say that 
U is not adjacent to V or that UV is not an edge, we shall implicitly mean 
that W # V. When the (dI + 1) st term in S is positive, define the modified 
sequence 
S:&>&>--.>,a, 
to be the nonincreasing rearrangement of the sequence 
Equivaiently, let u and u be the smallest and largest among those indices ic 
such that k > 1 and dk = ddlfl, then 
&== di i 
di - I if 2<i<u-1 or u+ v-d~-l<i<z.$ 
otherwise. 
Given a graph G, let K be the complete graph on the same set of vertices. 
An alternating cycle in G means an edge-simple circuit in K traversing 
through edges and nonedges of G alternately. So an alternating cycle in G 
can be regarded as a subgraph of K with an even number of edges. Let 6: 
be an alternating cycle, regarded as a subgraph of K. Then the symmetric 
difference G @I C is a graph with the same degree sequence as C, G x G 
is called the graph obtained by switching the alternating cycle C. With this 
technique of switching, Have1 [S] and Hakimi [4] found independently the 
following Theorem 1. Theorem 2 is in essence a detailed reformulation of 
Theorem I and will be used later. 
THEOREM 1. S is graphic if and only ifs is. 
THEOREM 2. Asstone S is graphic. Pick any collection of di vertices 
other than Vi which have as high total degree as possible. Then S can be 
realized such that Vi is adjacent to the di selected verticess, 
&loRoLLARY 3. Let S be unigraphic and G a realization. For each i, there 
exists a d,-vertex V such that the degree of any vertex adjacent to V i?~ G is 
no less than the degree of any vertex nonadjacent to V. Such a vertex Y is 
said to be laid-off in G. 
DEFINITION. For k = 0 to n, 
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D,(T) is similarly defined for any nonincreasing sequence T. Let R be a 
sequence. Define D,(R) = Dk (the nonincreasing rearrangement of R). 
THEOREM 4. (Erdiis and Gallai [3]) S is graphic if and only if DI, < 0 
for k = 1 to n. 
DEFINITION. Let T be the sequence (e, , e2 ,..., e,). Define t,(T) to be 
the number of indices i such that i < k and ei 3 k - 1 plus the number 
of indices i such that i > k and ei > k. 
THEOREM 5. S is graphic if and only if Cf=, [di - t,(S)] < 0 for k = 
1 ton. 
Proof. See Berge [l] or Chen [2]. 
THEOREM 6. Assume S is graphic and dj > dk . For each i = 1 to n, let 
ei = di except that ej = dj - 1 and e, = dk + 1. Then (el, e, ,..., e,) is a 
graphic sequence. 
Proof. Let G realize S. There exists a vertex V which is adjacent to Vj 
but not to V, in G. Replacing the edge VVj with the new edge VP’, yields a 
realization of (e, , e2 ,..., e,). 
2. SOME ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
DEFINITION. The complement of S is the sequence 
A labeled graph G realizes S if and only if the complementary graph Go 
realizes SC. 
DEFINITIONS. For the sequence S, we define f = max(i 1 di > i>, 
g = max{i j di > i - l}, m = max{i / di 3 g}, and r = max{i j di = dl}. 
Similarly, for every sequence T = (eI ,..,, e,), define f(T), g(T), m(T), and 
r(T) respectively to be the numbers of indices i such that ei > i, ei 2 i - 1, 
ei > g(T), and ei = maxj ej . Because S is nonincreasing, we observe that 
f = f(S), g = g(S), m = m(S), and r = r(S). 
Now we state some elementary propositions for later use. 
PROPOSITION 7. If di = i - 1 for some i, then f + 1 = g = d, + 1 = 
i > m. If di # i - 1 for all i, then f = g = m. In either case, m < f < g. 
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PROPOSITION 8. D, = D, . 
Pro0$ From Proposition 7, we may assume g = ci, -I- 1 > m. Let k be 
such that HZ < k + 1 < g, we want to show D:C,I = D, = From the 
definition of m, g > d,,, > d, = g - 1. Hence dk+l = g - 1 0 
D ktl - Dk 
= d,,, - 2k + minfd,,, , k} - i [min(di ) k + I> - min(di ) kj] 
i=bCZ 
=g-l-2k+k- i [(k+l)-k]=O. 
i=k+2 
PROPOSITION 9. D, > D,+l > ..a > D, . 
ProoJ Let k 3 g. Then d,,, < k. 
D k+l - D, 
= d,,, - 2k + min(d,,, , k) - i [min(di g k + I> - min(di , k)] 
i=k+2 
= d,,, - 2k + 4+1- c Edi - 41 < 0. 
PROPOSIT~QN 10. DC is an even integer when i > g. 
Proof. Because the sum of the sequence S is an even integer, SQ is 
B, = Cy+, di - n(n - 1). The proof of Proposition 9 now applies. 
PROPOSITION 11. D, 3 Dmtl > 0.. >, D, . 
PROPQSITI~N 12. tl(S) 3 t2(59 2 *.* 3 t,(S). 
PROPOSITION 13. For k = 1 to g, DI, = Cf=, [di - t,(S)]. 
PROPOSXTION 14. If D, < 0, then Di < 0 for i = 1 to min(r, g>. 
Proof. When r 3 g, it is obviously true that D, < 0 for ail k = 1 
to IZ. We may therefore assume r < g. From Propositions 12 and 13, 
Di = c [d, - $(A’)] < (i/r) D, < 0 for I^  = 1 to Y. 
j=l 
PROPOSITION 15. If D, < 0 and d,,, < r, then is is graphic. 
ProoJ d,,, < r means f < r. So f ,< min(r, g> by Proposition 7. From 
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Proposition 14, Di < 0 for i = 1 tof. By Propositions 8 and 9, Di < 0 for 
i = 1 to ~1. The graphicality of S now follows from Theorem 4. 
PROPOSITION 16. f(sc) = n - g and D, = D,+,(Sc). 
PPOOJ: The first assertion is trivial. By definition D,&‘c) is 
CyI,+, (n - 1 - dJ - (n - g)(n - g - 1) - xi=, min(n - g, y1- 1 - di}. When 
i < g, min(n - g, n - 1 - d& = n - 1 - di . When g + 1 < i < n, 
di = mini g, di}. Hence 
D,-,(Sc) = - i min{g,di}+(n-g)g- i (n- 1 -dJ 
i=g+1 $4 
z.rc D 9’ 
PROPOSITION 17. 
Dk+&ork= 1 ton 
Proof: D, = 0 
& = di - 1 for i = 
D,(s) = i a,,, 
i=l 
IfDl = 0 and d, > 0, then g(S) = g - 1 and D,(S) = 
- 1. 
and d, > 0 together imply dl = n - 1. Hence 
2 to n. so g(S) = g - 1. 
n-1 
- k(k - 1) - c min{&+l , k} 
i=?C+1 
n-s 
= zl (di+, - 1) - k(k - 1) - C (min{dt+l, k + 11 - 1) 
i=lc+1 
= &+I (because dl = n - 1). 
3. UNIQUE LABELED REALIZATION 
Since the paper was written, the author has been told that the second 
statement in the next theorem can also be proved from Theorem 2 in [6]. 
THEOREM 18. S is graphic if and only if Di < 0 for i = 1 to g. S is 
realized by a unique labeled graph if and only ifDi = 0 for i = 1 to g. 
OutlinedprooJ The first statement is a direct consequence of 
Theorem 4 and Proposition 9. To show the second statement, we assume 
without loss of generality that d, > 0. 
Assume Di = 0 for i = 1 to g. From Proposition 17, Di(s) = 0 for 
i = 1 to g(S). Using induction on n, we may assume that s is unique 
realizable by a graph G with vertices V, , V, ,..., V, . Throw the vertex V, 
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into G and join an edge from V, to every other vertex. The unique realiza- 
tion of S is obtained. 
Conversely, let G be the unique realization of S. From Theorem 2, V1 is 
adjacent to every other vertex in G. Hence D, = 0 and the removal of V1 
from G results in the unique realization of 3. By induction on n, D<(s) = 0 
for i = 1 to g(S). Proposition 17 now applies. 
TI~EOREM 19. Let S be realized by the labeled graph 6. Then G is the 
unique realization if and only if, for each vertex V in G, any vertex adjacent 
to V has higher degree than any vertex nonadjacent to K 
PUOC$ The necessity follows directly from Theorem 2. The sufficiency 
is proved by induction on n. Let us assume without loss of generality that 
d, > 0. Then the assumption implies that VI is aCljm& to every other 
vertex. emoving V, from G, a realization G of S is obtained. G also 
satisfies the assumption on G, so we know that G is the unique reaiization 
of S by induction hypothesis. Therefore G is the unique realization of %. 
Another equivalent condition for a realization G of S to be the unique 
realization is: For any four vertices in G, one of them is adjacent to all or 
none of the other three. This condition is derived from the following t&t. 
If G and W are two labeled graphs with the same degree sequence, then 
they can be obtained from each other tkough a bite process of switching 
alternating cycles of length 4. This fact follows easily from the proof of 
Theorem 1 and by induction on the number of vertices in G (compare 
Lemma 1 in [4]). 
4. REGULAR UNIGRAPHIC SEQUENCES 
Starting at this section, we are going to construct from S some modified 
sequences which are unigraphic if and only if S is. For this purpose, 
several different cases will be studied one after another. ‘Ihe order is 
illustrated in the following diagram. 
dl = n - 1 or d, = 0 
If d, = 0, the removal of the last term from S does not affect the uni- 
graphicality. When dl = n - 1, S is unigraphic if and only if S is. 
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THEOREM 20. Assumen - 1 > d, = d = d,, > 0. Then S is unigraphic 
if and only if one of the following is true. 
(1) d== 1, 
(2) d = n - 2 (i.e. the complementary sequence satisfies I), 
(3) d=2andn=5. 
Proof. The sufficiency is trivial. “Necessity”: Let S be unigraphic. 
Consider three cases. 
Case 1. 2d < n - 1. Then (dl ,..., dd+J and (dd+2 ,..., d,) are graphic 
sequences by Theorem 4 or by direct construction of realizations. So S is 
realized by a disconnected graphs. Hence S has no connected realization. 
As an easy fact, this implies CT=, di < 2(n - 1). Equivalently, nd < 2n - 2, 
henced= 1. 
Case 2. 2d > n - 1. Applying Case 1 to the sequence SC results in the 
equality d = n - 2. 
Case 3. 2d = II - 1. Then n is odd. Since nd is the sum of the sequence 
S, d must be even. Now we construct two realizations G, and G, for S. The 
adjacency among vertices in G, is prescribed as: V, ,..., V, form a clique 
of size d; V,,, ,..., V, form another; Vd+l is adjacent to V,,,,, ,..., V, , 
V di-2 ,***, vn-a,, ; and Vi is adjacent to V,+,-i for i = 1 to d/2. In G, , Vi 
is adjacent to Vj if and only if i -j = 51, f2,..., &d/2 mod n. On the 
graph G2 , the automorphism group acts transitively on the vertices. This is 
not true on G1 when d 3 4. In fact, the size of any clique in G1 containing 
Vd+l is at most d/2 + 1, while every vertex other than V,,, belongs to a 
clique of size d in G1 . In order for G, to be isomorphic to G, , d must be 
equal to 2. 
5. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE REALIZATIONS OF UNIGRAPHIC SEQUENCES 
THEOREM 21. Assume S is unigraphic and dl > d, . Let G realize S, then 
either G or GC is a graph in which the vertices of the highest degree form a 
clique. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume the conclusion in the 
theorem is untrue. Then there exist d,-vertices U and V and d,-vertices W 
and X such that WX is an edge in G but UV is not. Because dl > d, , there 
exists a vertex Y which is adjacent to U but not to W. Similarly, let Z be 
adjacent to V but not to X. Clearly, U, V, W, 1, Y, and Z are distinct 
from each other except possibly that Y = Z. Switch the alternating cycle 
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UVZXIVYU. The resulting graph should be isomorphic to 6, becaslse S 
is unigraphic. In particular, the switching preserves the numbers of 
(& , d&edges and (~2, , d&edges. For this reason, one of Y and Z must 
have degree dl and the other must have d, . We assume, say, Yhas degree 
d ** 
If VW is an edge in G, then swithing the alternating cycle UVWYU 
number of (4 , d&edges, contradicting the u~igrap~ical~ty 
of S. If VIV is not an edge in G, switching the alternating cycle VK!ZB/ 
yields the same contradiction. 
Hereafter in this section, we shall assume dl > cl, . 
DEFINITION. Let T be any nonincreasing sequence. As an analog to 
S, the nonincreasing sequence T can be similarly defined. Write So) = S. 
Inductively, define the sequence Sk) : datl(k),..., dk” by S”) = Sck-l’. 
under our convention, a sequence means a sequence of nonnegative 
integers. S is a well-defined sequence if and only if D1 ,< 0. Similarly, Sk) 
is well defined if and only if Di < 0 for i = 1 to k. 
Convention. In any realization of Sk), the vertex corresponding to the 
term djk’ is denoted by Vi . 
Whenever S is graphic, there is always a standard realization, denoted by 
. . 
G, , m which the vertices V, ,..., V, are laid-off one by one. More precisely, 
Vi is adjacent to Vj (j > i) in G, if and only if djEi! = d:i-l” - 1. The 
subgraph in G, induced by all the edges incident (not incident) wi 
vertices is denoted by JO (HO). 
If D, < 0 and Y < g, Di < 0 for i = 1 to r by Proposition 14. If r > g, 
then dl = d, < Y - 1 and hence Di < 0 for i = 1 to r. So ST) is well 
defined whenever D, < 0. We shall adopt the abbreviation xi = dir)- 
Denote by X the sequence 
(05, XT+1 )...) xn>. 
Let S - X denote the term-by-term difference between the sequences S 
and X. Again the vertex in any realization of X or S - X will be V, , cm- 
responding to the ith term in the sequence. Observe that r(S - X) = P. 
COROLLARY 22. S is graphic if and only if X and S - X are defined and 
graphic. 
Proof. As an obvious consequence of Theorem 1, S is graphic if and 
only if X is defined and graphic. Moreover, if S is graphic then S - X is 
realized by JO . 
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6. THE CASE THAT D, = 0 
THEOREM 23. Assume n - 1 > dl > d, > 0 and D, = 0. Then S is 
unigraphic fund only if both X and S - X are unigraphic. 
ProoJ: “Necessity”: Assume S is unigraphic. Let H and J realize X 
and S - X, respectively. Since D, = 0, J has no edges with both ends in 
w,,, ,***, I’,}. On the other hand, VI ,..., V, are isolated vertices in H. 
When the two graphs H and J are composed together, no multiple edges 
would arise. The composition of H with J is a realization of S. Let this 
composition be denoted by G. Then J (H) is the subgraph in G induced by 
all the edges which are incident (not incident) with d,-vertices. Since S is 
unigraphic, G g G, . Hence H g H,, and J g J, . 
“Sufficiency”: Assume X and S- Xare unigraphic. Let G be a realization 
of S (G exists by Corollary 22). Since D, = 0, the subgraph J in G induced 
by all the edges incident with d,-vertices realizes the sequence 
(4 ,..., d, , min{r, dT+l} ,..., min{r, d,>). 
In particular, Jo realizes this sequence. So this sequence is exactly S - X. 
Therefore G is the composition of J with a realization H of X. 
We may assume S # S - X. So there is some i such that di > r and 
i > r. Set y = max{i 1 i > r and di > r}. The vertex Vi will be called a 
top, a middle, or a bottom according to i < r, r < i < y or y < i. Observe 
that 
(i) in J, every middle is only adjacent to all the tops. 
By the unigraphicality of X and S - X, there exist isomorphisms 
a:HrH, and T : J z J, . Since isomorphisms preserve degrees of 
vertices, we know 
(ii) u permutes the middles. And Q- permutes the tops, the middles, 
and the bottoms, separately. 
Define a new mapping rr via 
T(V) = 
I 
4v if V is a top or a bottom, 
g(V) if V is a middle. 
From (i) and (ii), it is straightforward to see that Z- is an isomorphism: 
G s G, . This proves the unigraphicality of S. 
In order to test the unigraphicality of S - X, we now collect some 
properties of S - X. If D,. = 0, then D,.(S - X) = 0. Clearly 
d r+1 - x,+1 1 < min(r, d,,,}. 
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Hence the (r + 1) st term in S - Xis at most equal to Y, and r(S - X> = r. 
So D,(,,,(S - X) = 0 when D, = 0. These properties of S - % suggest 
us to study the sequence S under the assumptions D, = 0, d,+l < T, and 
n - 1 > d1 > & > 0. These assumptions would also imply the inequality 
d1 3 r and the graphicality of S, by Proposition 15. 
Let K be the graph consisting of a clique of size r on {k; ,.. .) 6/T] and 
p1 - r isolated vertices V,+, ,..., V, . When S satisfies the assumptions 
stated in the last paragraph, each realization of S must be the composition 
of R with a bipartite graph B between (a/, )..~, VT) and (‘/r-1 ,...) V,J~ The 
degree of Vi in B is dl - r + 1 if i < r and is di if i > P. S is unigrap 
if and only if such a graph B is unique up to isomorphism. The comple- 
ment of B with respect to the complete bipartite graph is denoted by 8. 
THEOREM 24. Assume n - 1 > dl > d,.,, = dn > 0, D,. = 0, and 
dr+l < Y- Then S is unigraphic $and only ifat least one af the foblowing is 
tme, 
0) 4 = r, 
(2) dn=l, 
(3) dl = n - 2, 
(4) cl,=r- 1. 
PYQQpf. “Sufficiency”: If (1) or (2) is true, then B is clearly unique (up 
to isomorphism). If (3) or (4) is true, then B is unique. 
“‘Necessity”: If d, < r - d, , then the uniqueness of B implies (I) or (2) 
by the following Lemma 25. Similarly, if d, > I” - & , the uniqueness of 
B implies (3) or (4). 
LEMMA 25. Let e < r/2. Consider the bipartite graphs between (VI ,..,, 
VA and {WI z..., WJ in which each V has degree d and each W has degree e. 
IJ; and obviously only if, d > 1 and e > I, such bipartite graphs are not 
one-isomorphic. 
Proolf. Because e < r/2 and d < s/2, one type of such graphs is the 
disconnected union of the complete bipartite graph C between (VI ,..., VJ 
and {WI ,..., W,) with a bipartite graph D between ( V,,, ,..., VT: and 
{ Wd,, ,.*., W,}. Assume d > 1 and e > 1, then no edge in C is a bridge. 
Pick an edge Vi W, from C and an edge V, W, from D. Then, switching the 
alternating cycle Vi WiVk W,Vi , we obtain a bipartite graph w&h fewer 
connected components. 
THEoREhl 26. Assume n - 1 > dl > d,,, > dn > 0, D, = 0, an 
dp,,l < F. Then 
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(1) if dl = r, S is unigraphic; 
(2) if4 = n - 2, S is unigraphic; 
(3) ifd,,, = r, S is unigraphic if and only if 
R3 : (dl - I,..., d, - 1, 0, dr+2 ,..., dn) 
is a unigvaphic sequence; 
(4) if&+, > dr+s , S is unigraphic if and only if 
R, : (4 ,..a, 4--d,+l, 4--d,+l+l - 1, . . . . 4 - 1, 0, d,,, ,... , dn) 
is a unigraphic sequence; 
(5) ifd,,, = d,,, and d,-, > d, , S is unigraphic if and only if 
R, : (4 ,..-3 L-d,, 4--d,+l - I,..., 4 - 1, dr,, ,..., L-1, 0) 
is a unigraphic sequence; 
(6) if n - 2 > $ > r > d,,, = drfa > d,+ = d, , S is not uni- 
graphic. 
ProoJ: (1) If dl = r, then dl - r 4 1 = 1 and B is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
(2) Ifd,=n-2,then(n-r)-(d,-r+l)=landBisunique 
up to isomorphism. 
(3) Assume d,,, = r. Then the assumption D, = 0 implies 
(dl - r) r = f di . 
&T+2 
Since d, -C d,, = r and (dl - r) r is a multiple of r, (4 - r) r > d,,, . 
No matter if d,,, is equal to or less than r, this inequality shows 
4 - 1 > d,,, . Given a realization of S, pick up an r-vertex V in it. Then 
V is adjacent to every d,-vertex and nonadjacent to any other vertex. 
Removing all the edges incident with V results in a graph isomorphic to a 
realization of R, . Conversely, given a realization of R, , a realization of S 
is obtained by drawing an edge from the unique O-vertex to every (4 - l)- 
vertex. In this way, the isomorphism types of realizations of S are in one- 
to-one correspondence with those of R3 . 
(4) The case that d,,, > d,,, is similar to (3). Given a realization 
of S, remove all the edges incident with the unique d,+,-vertex. Conversely, 
given a realization of R, , draw edges from the unique O-vertex to all 
(4 - I)-vertices. 
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(5) Assume d,,, = dr+2 and dnwl > d, . l%en 
0 = D, < rd, - r(r - 1) - 2d,+, = r(d, - P + I) - 2d,,l s 
On the other hand, we know r >, 2 from r 2 d?+, > d, > 0. When 
d -r-l,O<r(d,-r+ l)-2(r-l)=r(dl-r)-r+f<r(dz-r) r+1 - 
and therefore 0 < dl - r = dl - 1 - d,,, . When 
d,,, = Y, 0 < r(d, - r + 1) - 2~ 
and therefore 0 < dl - Y + 1 - 2 = dl - 1 - d,+l . When d,,, < r - 2, 
dl - 1 > r - 1 > d,,, . In all cases, we have d1 - 1 < &+I . 
The situation is similar as in (3) and (4). Given a realization of S, 
remove all the edges incident with the unique &vertex. Conversely, given 
a realization of R, , add into it the edges joining the unique O-vertex to all 
(dl - l)-vertices. 
(6) Now we assume N - 2 > dl > r > d,,, = d,.,, > dn-, = dn ~ 
This is the only remaining possibility. Denote y = max(i / di > d,), a = 
~b,, d6 , and /3 = C? z g+l di . Consider two special types of seqnences. 
n-v 
Typel. (1) a,3...>,~,3d,+,b...>,d,3O=...=0,whe~e 
(2) a,>---l,and 
(3) C uf = r(r - I) + 01. 
A 
Type2. (4) b,~~~~~b,>O=~~~=O<d~,,=~~~=d,,where 
(5) b, 3 Y - 1, and 
(6) C bj = r(r - 1) + p. 
Let T1 , TZ be Type 1, Type 2 sequences, respectively. Since r > dr+, , 
we know D,(T,) = D,(T,) = 0, f(TJ < r, and i(TZ) ,( P. From Proposi- 
tions 8, 13 and Theorem 18, T, is graphic provided 
(7) xi=, [ai - ti(Tl)] < 0 for j = 1 to r. 
Similarly, TP is graphic if 
(8) C:=, [b,-i - t,(T,)] < 0 for j = 1 to r. 
We shall call (Tp , Tz) a compatible couple if both T, and T, are graphic an 
(9) Tl + T, = (dl + Y - I,..., d, + r - 1, d,+, ? .. . . d,). 
Assume (T, , Tz) is a compatible couple. Let G, realize T1 and 6, realize 
T, . Again, the vertex in G1 (G.J corresponding to the ith term in T1 (T,) is 
denoted by Vi . Thus both G1 and G, contain the clique of size Y formed by 
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V 1 ,-.., V,. . Hence the composition G of G, with G, realizes S. G, is the 
subgraph in G induced by all edges which are not incident with &-vertices. 
And G, is the subgraph induced by all (dI , d&edges and all (dI , d,)- 
In order to disprove the unigraphicality of S, we need only to construct 
two compatible couples (S, , S,) and (T1 , TJ such that TI is not a rearran- 
gement of S, . 
Write ol = re + k, where e is a integer and 0 < k < r. Define S, to be 
the sequence in (I), where 
! 
e+r aj = 
if l<,j<k, 
efr-1 if k<j<r. 
Clearly, S, is a Type 1 sequence. Let S, be the sequence in (4), where 
d,-e-l 
bj = dl - e ! 
if l<j<k, 
if k<j<r. 
Since 0 = D,(S) = r(dI - r + 1) - 01 - /I, (3) implies (6). Because 
0 -=c d, < /? = r(d, - r + 1) - a = r(dI - r - e) + r - k < r(dI - r - e - l), 
(5) is also true. Therefore T, is an Type 2 sequence. 
We prove the graphicality of S, by showing the inequalities (7). The first 
r terms in S, give a partition of the number r(r - 1) + 01 into r non- 
increasing parts. The sequence (tI(SI),..., a,) gives another such parti- 
tion by Proposition 12. Imagine that among all such partitions, the one 
given by the first r terms in S, distributes the number r(r - 1) + 01 as 
evenly as possible into r parts. For this intuitive reason, S, satisfies (7), and 
is therefore graphic. Similarly, S, is graphic. Since aj + bj = dI + r - 1 
for each j, (S, , S,) is a compatible couple. 
Moreover, 
uI+b,.<aI+b,+l=d,+r<n-2+r==(y-l)+(n--y+r-1). 
Either a, < y - 1 or b, < p1 - y + r - 1. In each of the following 
cases, we shall construct another compatible couple (T1 , T,) from (S, , S,). 
Casel. a,=r-l.Thene=Oandk=a>l.Define 
k--2 r-k+1 n--21 
T, = (r + 1, G, m, d,+, ,. .., 4, , Ox). 
Comparing TI with S, , we find that TI is a Type 1 sequence. The first r 
terms in T provide a partition of the number into r nonincreasing parts 
such that the tI.rst part is at least r + 1. The sequence (QT,),..., t,(T,)) 
provides another such partition, since t,(Td = r - 1 + y - r 3 r + 1. 
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By the similar arguments supporting the graphicality of S, , T, is graphic. 
Define T, to be the unique sequence satisfying (9). From the inequahty 
4 > r, we can prove that T, is a Type 2 sequence. Using the facts t,(T’) = 
P - 1 < dl - 2, T, can be proved to be graphic by similar method as in 
proving the graphicality of S, , 
Case 2. b, = r - 1. This case is dual to Case 1. 
Case 3. a, >, y - 1. By the definition of a, 
(10) re + k = n < (y - r) dT+1 < (y - r)(r - 1) < ~(y - r) - 2. 
ence e < y - r and e + r - 1 < y - 1 < a1 . But a, by definition is 
between e + Y and e + Y - 1. So we get 
(11) e+r=y- 1=a,. 
From (10) and (1 I), k < Y - 2. We may define 
w-1 r--k-2 / / A \ 
T, = (e + Y,..., e + r, e + r - I,..., e + Y - 1, 
x e i Y - 2, d,,, ,...) d, , m>. 
From (I I), 
W e+r-2==y--3au-1. 
Hence TI is a Type 1 sequence. The first r terms in TI give a partition of 
Y(T - 1) + u into Y nonincreasing parts such that the last part is at most 
e + I - 2. Because d,,, < P, t,(T,) is by definition at most r - 1. So 
MTlL Wl)) is a partition of the same type by (12). By the similar 
arguments supporting the graphicality of S, , TI is graphic. Define Ts to 
be the unique sequence satisfying (9). From (la), the first term in TI is 
equal to the first term in S, . Hence the first term in T, is equal to the first 
term in S, . This shows that Tz is a Type 2 sequence. As remarked in the 
above, either a, < y - 1 or 6, < n - y + r - 1. In the present case, 
b, < n - y + r - 1 holds. Clearly, t,(T,) = n - y + I - 1. Hence 
fl(Tz) is no less than b, + 1, the highest term in T, . Using this fact, the 
graphicality of Tz can be similarly verified. 
Case 4. b, > n - y + r - 1. This case is dual to the last case, in which 
a, = (y - r) + P - 1. 
Case5. y-l >a,>,a,>r-l and v-1 <b,<b,<n-y+r-I. 
Define 
Tl = (aI + 1, a, ,..., a,.-, , a, - 1, d,,, ,~.‘, d, 9 O,..., 0). 
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Let Tz be the unique sequence satisfying (9). Since a, > Y - 1 and 
bI > r - 1, TI , T2 are Type 1, Type 2 sequences, respectively. Now 
r,(T,)=y-llal+l and r,(T,)=n-y+r-l>bb,+l. From 
these, TI and Tz can be shown to be graphic by arguments similar to those 
in Cases 1 and 3. 
7. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SEQUENCE X WHEN S Is UNIGRAPHIC 
PROPOSITION 27. Assume i < j and d;(k), djk) are de$ned. Then 
dik) - djk) < max{di - dj , I}. Consequently, di - dj 3 (di - dik)) - (dj - djk)) 
> min{O, di - dj - I}. 
Proof. Clearly d!“’ - dik) < max{djkc-‘) - dj’-l), l}. The proposition 
follows from induktikr on k. 
In the following four propositions, we shall assume n - 1 > dI > d, > 0 
and S is unigraphic without further mention. 
PROPOSITION 28. For each i > r, there exists j such that ds = di and 
xj = max{dj - r, O}. Moreover, xi < max{da - r, 0} + 1. 
Proof. As in Corollary 3, choose Vj to be the di-vertex which is laid-off 
in G,,. Then V, is adjacent to min{d$ , r> d,-vertices, i.e., dj - xj = 
min{dj , r>. Equivalently, xj = maxid? - r, 01. From Proposition 27, 
xi<max(d,-r,O}+ 1. 
PROPOSITION 29. x, = maxid, - r, 01. 
Proof. Choose i = n in Proposition 28, then xj = max{d, - r, 01. But 
x Tll I > -a- ax,. Hencex,=xj. 
PROPOSITION 30. Let d, > d, and j > r. Then xj = max{dj - r, 0). 
Proof. Assume xi # max{d$ - r, O}. We shall derive a contradiction. 
From Proposition 28, xi = max(dj - r, 0) + 1. From Proposition 29, 
x, = maxid, - r, 0). From Proposition 27, xj - x, < max(di - d, , l} = 
dj - d, . Thus d, < r, otherwise xj - x, > df - r + 1 - (d, - r) = 
di--dd,+l.Hencex,=O. 
Let x’ be the sequence 
(&$3, x,+1 ,..., xj-1 , xj - 1, xj+1 )...) X,-l, x, + 1). 
Claim x’ is graphic. Thus replace S with X and k with n in Theorem 6 , 
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Then the graphicality of X implies the graphicahty of X’, because 
x, > 1 > 0 = x, . 
Now x, + I = max(d, - Y + 1, l} < d, . S - x’ is a sequence 
(without any negative term). The jth term in S - X’ is dj - xj + 1 = 
min(d$ , rj < dI . Therefore r(S - X’) = r(S - X) = r and D,(S - X’) = 
D,(S - X). Since S - X is graphic, D,(S - xl) < by Theorem 4. T 
graphicality of S - X’ now follows from Proposition 15. 
Composing the realization of X’ and S - X’, a reahzation G of S is 
obtained. Let y = max(i 1 dj > d,). Then j < y* The number of (4 , da>- 
edges in G, is CT=,+, (di - xi). But there are not so many (dI , d&edges 
in G. Hence G is not isomorphic to 6, , contradicting the ~~~grapbica~~ty 
of s. 
8. THE CASE THAT D, < 0 
LEMMA 31. If  dI > d,,, = d, , then r(S) = y1 - r. In this case, 
D, = Dn.+(Sc) provided that dI > r - 1 and d, < r. 
Pro& The first assertion in the statement is trivial. 
From Proposition 7, f < g <f + 1. From Proposition 8, D, = Do . 
Assume dI > d,,, = d,,d,>r-1, and d,dr. Thenf<r<g. So 
r=f or g. Hence D,=D,. Similarly, II,&?) = 
Proposition 16, we conclude that D, = D,&F). 
THEOREM 32. Consider three conditions oy1 S. 
(I) n - 1 > dI > d,,, = d, > 0 and S is zmigraphic, 
G9 Q < 0, 
(3) VI >---, V, form a clique in every realization 0fS. 
Assume that (1) and (2) are trtfe. Then either S satisfies (3) or SC satisfies the 
corresponding conditions to (I), (2) and (3). 
Proof. Condition (1) is symmetric with respect to S and SC. Theorem 21 
says either S satisfies (3) or So satisfies the corresponding condition to (3). 
Let us assume the latter. Then rz - d, - 1 2 y1 - r - 1, or eqniva~e~tly~ 
dn < r. We need to show D,-,,(Sc) < 0. There are two cases. When 
dI 3 r - I, 0,~,(Sc) = D, < 0 by Lemma 3 1~ When dI < r - 1, 
D,_.,(Sc) = (n - r)(n - 1 - d,) - (n - r)(n - r - 1) - r min(n - 1 - dI , rz - r) = 
-(n - r) d, < 0. 
Notation. Let q denote the number of indices j such that xj > 
max(d$ - r, 01. 
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THEOREM 33. Assume n - 1 > dl > d, > 0, S is z&graphic, and 
V 1 ,‘.., V, form a clique in G,, . Then q = -D, . 
Proof. From Proposition 28, CL,+, xi = ca,+, max{di - r, 0) + q. 
In G, , there are exactly CL,+, (di - xi) edges between (V, ,..., V,) and 
V, form a clique, so rdl - r(r - 1) = 
, r> - q. Therefore q = -D, . 
THEOREM 34. If S satisfies the conditions (l), (2), and (3) in Theorem 32, 
then r = 1. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 33, conditions (1) and (3) imply q = -D, . By (2), 
q > 0. Assuming r > 1, we shall derive a contradiction. 
Case 1. d, < r. Then xj = 1 or 0 according toj < r + q orj > r + q. 
So q is the sum of the sequence S. Hence q 3 2. Each of V,,, and V,,, is 
adjacent to exactly d, - 1 d,-vertices. In the present case d, - 1 < r - 2, 
so there are two d,-vertices Vi and V, (i f k) such that ViV,+, and V,V,+, 
are not edges in G, . Recalling the definition of the sequence ,V+l), we 
find that V,+lV,+, is an edge in G, . V,V, is also an edge in G,, by the 
condition (3). So V,V,V,+,V,+,Vi is an alternating cycle in G, . Switching 
this cycle would break the clique of V, ,..., V, . This contradicts the 
unigraphicality of S. 
Case 2. d, > r. Then q = D, = -rdl + r(r - 1) + C&, min{di , r) = 
r(n - dl - l), a multiple of r. By Proposition 28, xi is equal to d, - r + 1 
or d, - r according to j < r + q or j > r + q. In other words, Vj is 
adjacent to every d,-vertex in G, if j > r + q, while Vj misses exactly one 
d,-vertex in G, if r <j < r + q. By the assumption (3), each of V, ,..., V, 
misses q/r vertices among V,,, ,..., V,,, in G, . Let us assume, say, ViV,+, 
and V,V,+, are not edges in G, , where i < r, k < r, and i # k. Again 
V,,,V,+, is an edge in G by the definition of &‘@+I). Switching the alter- 
nating cycle Vi V,V,+,V,+,Vi yields the same contradiction as in Case 1. 
Comment. In the above Case 2, in fact i = 1 and k = r. 
The next theorem is trivial, but it is stated simply to give a partial 
converse to Theorem 34. 
THEOREM 35. Assume dl > d, = d, . Then S is unigraphic if and only 
if-S is. 
THEOREM 36. If n - 1 > dl > d,,, > d, > 0, D, < 0, S is unigraphic, 
and V, ,..., V, form a clique in G, , then DT&Sc) = 0. 
Proof. Let w  and y be the smallest and largest indices such that 
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dW = d, = min(df 1 di > d,). Clearly, r < w  < y < IZ and r(S) = n - ye 
to show l&&se> = 8. 
step B. From Propositions 28 and 301 
max(dj - r, O> + 1 ify+ 1 <j<y+$, 
otherwise. u> 
By Theorem 33, 4 = --D, > 0. Since x, 3 xyfl 3 1, 
Now v, )...) V, form a clique, (1) and (2) imply 
rd, = r(r - 1) + 2 (di - xi) + .f (di - xi) 
i=r+l i=g+l 
= r(r - 1) + r(y - r> + (a - Y) mint& , r> - 4. 
(3) 
For i = 1 to n, define ei = di except that eW = d, + 1 and e, = d, - 1. 
We have a nonincreasing sequence T: e, 2 ..I 3 e, . 
Claim T is not graphic: Suppose T is graphic. We shall show this leads 
to a contradiction. Let G be the standard realization of T, analogous to 
the standard realization G, of S. In G, the vertex corresponding to the ith 
term in Tis again denoted by Vi . Denote by p the number of edges between 
tv1 ,...> K2 and V,,-l ,..., VJ in G. On the other hand, the number of 
(dI, Q-edges in G, is (n - y) min(d, , r} - q, by (I). From (3), 
p > i e, - r(r - 1) - % min(ei , r> 
i=l i=r+l 
= rdl - r(r - 1) - i Y 
z=r+1 
= (n - y) min(d, , r> - 4. 
Moreover, p > (n - y) min{d, , r) - 4 unless VW is adjacent to each Vd in 
6, where i < Y. 
G&se 1. p > (E - y) min(da , r) - q. Since ezu > e, , there exists a 
vertex V such that VV, is an edge in G but VVn is not. Replacing the edge 
VV, with VVn , a realization G1 of S is obtained. But G, has more (dI , d& 
edges than 6, , contradicting the unigraphicahty of S. 
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Case 2. p = (12 - y) min{d, , u} - q. Since q > 0, not every one 
among V,,, ,..., V, is adjacent to min(& , r} vertices from (V, ,.,., V,> in 
G. Now e,,, = *** = en-, > e, . Applying the last statement in Proposi- 
tion 27 to the sequence T, we see that V, is adjacent to at most 
min{d, , Y} - 1 vertices from {V, ,..., V,} in G. But Vi& is an edge in G. 
Replacing the edge ViV, with ViV, in G yields the same contradiction as 
in Case 1. 
Step 2. Claim d, < y. Assume to the contrary that 
dn 9 Y. 
We shall derive a contradiction from (4). Because d,,, = d, > y, 
u+l<g. 
On the other hand, II - 1 > dl > d,-, . Hence 
g<n-1. 
From (5) and (6), d, = d,,, = d, = e, = e,+l . Therefore 
g(T) = 4 + 1. 
Hence d,,, = d, < g(T). So 






If we can show D,(T) < 0 for k = 1 to m(T), then T becomes graphic by 
Theorem 4 and Proposition 11, contradicting the result of Step 1. 
Case 1. k < W. By (4), k < w  - 1 6 y - 1 < d, - 1 = e, . So 
D,(T) = i ei - k(k - 1) - 2 min{e$ , k} 
i=l i=k+l 
= gl di - k(k - 1) - i min{d, , k) 
i=k+l 
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Case 2. w  < k < m(T). From (4) and (S), d, >, y 3 m(T) > k, 
Ilk(T) = 5 ei - k(k - 1) - f min{ei , kj 
i-1 i=k+l 
ail 4 + 1) - k(k - 1) - 5 min(di , k) + I 
i=lz+1 
< kd, - k(k - 1) - (n - k) k + 1 (because d, < dl alad 4 >, k) 
= k(d, - n + 1) + 1 
G-k+1 (because dl < n - 1) 
Step 3. Compare OTC(T) with Dk for each k. We observe CF=, ei = 
cf=, di + ~~~~ ski, where ski is the Kronecker’s delta. Moreover, 
mime, , k) = min{d, , k) or min(d, , k) + 1 according to k < d, 01 
k > d, ~ Similarly, minje, , k) = min(d, , k} or min{d, , k) - 1 according 
to k -=c d, or k 3 d, . We conclude 
12-l lx-1 n-1 
D,(T) = Dk + c ski - 2 6,’ + c 8; for k = 1 to Tz. (9) 
i=w i=d, &=a,, 
Step 4. Claim DC = 0 for some t < d, . Assuming to the contrary that 
D, < 0 for each k = 1 to d, , UO) 
we shall derive a contradiction. 
CaseI. dw<w-l.Thene,=d,+l<w-l.Hence 
Now (9) can be written as 
n-1 d,,-1 
D,(T) = Dz + 2 c ski + 2 ski. 02) 
i=w i=d, 
When k < d, < w  - I, (12) implies I&(T) ,( D, + 1. So &(T) < 0 by 
(10). When d, < k < w - 1, (12) implies I&(T) = & < 
Thus D,(T) < 0 for k = 1 to w  - 1. From (11) D,(T) < 0 for k = 1 to 
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f(T). By Proposition 8 and Theorem 18, T becomes graphic, contradicting 
the result of Step 1. 
Case 2. d, = w  - 1. Then, by Proposition 7, f + I = g = w. From 
Propositions 8 and 10, D,-, = Df = 0, = D, is an even integerA 
Equation (10) implies 
D, = D,-l d -2. (13) 
Now e,+, ,< d,+, + 1 < d, = w - 1, hence 
w  + 1 >f(T). (14) 
Rewrite (9) as 
n-1 w-2 
D,(T) = D, + 2 C S,i -J- C 6,“. 
i=m i-d% 
(15) 
When k < w  - 1, (15) implies D,(T) < D, + 1. So Die(T) < 0 by (10). 
From (15) and (13), D,(T) = D, + 2 < 0. Thus D,(T) $0 for k = 1 to 
w. From (14), D,(T) < 0 for k = 1 tof(T). The same contradiction as in 
Case 1 can be obtained. 
Case3. wGd,<y-1. Then wt~+l<d~+l<y, By the 
definitions of w  and y, d, = d,,, = ddu+, = d, and hence edmtl = ddWtl = 
& . From Proposition 7, f(T) + 1 = g(T) = d, + 1. On the other hand, 
e w+1 - 4M = d, <g(T), hence 
By Theorem 4 and Proposition 11, D,(T) can not be nonpositive for all 
k < m(T), since T is not graphic. In the present case, the second 
summation in (9) is null, 
n-1 n-1 
D,(T) = DL + c ski + c ski. 
i=w i=d, 
(17) 
But when k < w  - 1 < d, , (17) and (10) imply that D,(T) < Dk + 1 < 0. 
From (I 6), we conclude m(T) = w  and D,(T) > 0. In the present case 
w  < d, , (IO) implies D, ( 0 and D,-1 K 0. Take k = w in (17), D-(r> = 
D, + 1 + zFLin 6,$. The only possibility is that D,(T) = 1, D, = -1 and 
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Now compare D, with D,..., . 
O<D,-D,- 
z-z d, - 2w + 2 + min(& , 10 - l> 
< dw - 2w + 2 + w - 1 - 2 [min(f& , w> - min(d, ) 19 - I>] 
i=w+1 
(because w d &) 
= d, - w + 1 - i [w - (w - l)] (since w < c&J 
i=w+l 
= dw - (y - 1) < 0. 
Henced,=y-- 1. 
= f di - w(w - 1) - (y - w) w - (n - y) d, 
i=: 
(by the assumption w < dw and (18)) 
= i Cl, - w(w - 1) - (y - w) w - i di - 2(ur - ~1 d, (by (18)) 
i=w;l i=l 
= i di - w(w - 
i=l 
1) - (w + 
= an even integer 
y- 1-2(n--ybd,(sinced,=y- 1) 
This contradicts the equality D, = - 1. 
Case 4. y < d, . Then e, >, d, = d, > y - 3. From Step 2, e,,, < 
d ?Ifl = d, < y. Therefore 
g(T) = g = y. 8W 
Hence by Proposition 10, D, is an even integer. ut y < d, p (IO> implies 
D, < -2. @I) 
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Now w  - 1 < y - 1 < d, , the second summation in (9) is null. Equation 
(9) becomes (17). When k < d, < d,, (17) and (10) imply 
D,(T)<&+1 <O.Whend,<k<y, 
Du - DI, = f 4 - y(y - 1) + k(k - 1) + i min{di , k> 
i=k+l i=k+l 
- i$+l [minG&, Y> - mid4 , WI 
> i d, - y(y - 1) + k(k - 1) + 5 min{d, , k} - 0, 
i=lc+1 i=.k+1 
(since d, < k) 
= (y - k) d, - y(y - 1) + k(k - 1) + (y - k) k 
(since k < y < dw> 
= (y - k)(d, - y + 1) b 0; 
hence D,(T) < Dk: + 2 < D, + 2 < 0 by (17) and (20). 
We have shown D,(T) < 0 for k = 1 to y. From (19), D,(T) < 0 for k = 1 
to g(T). So Tis graphic by Theorem 18. This is a contradiction. 
The above four cases exhaust all possibilities; each of them leads to a 
contradiction. The contradiction comes from the assumption (10). We 
conclude that Dt = 0 for some t < d, . 
Step 5. Claim dt 3 y - 1 and t < y. Compare Dt with Dt-I . 
= Dt - dt + 2(t - 1) - min(d, , t - l> 
+ 2 [min{di , t> - min(di , t - l}] 
i=t+1 
> Dt - dt + 2(t - 1) - (t - 1) + 5 [minM , t) - min(4 , t - 111 
i=t+1 
=0-dt+t-l+(y-t) (since t < d, = d,) 
=-d,+y-1. 
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ence dt > y - 1. Also, we know 
>, Dt - dt + 2(t - 1) - min{dt , t - 1: 
> -dt + (t - 1). 
Hence dt > t - I. From Step 2, d,,, = dB < y= 
Therefore t < g < y + 1. So t < y. 
Step 6. Claim 1 > d, (= d,,,). This is equivalent to the claim 
t f k for each k = 1 to d, . Given 1 < k < d, , it suffices to shsw D, 
for k = 1 to d, , because Dt = 0. 
L$, = i di - k(k - 1) - 2 min(cl, , k>> for k <d, 
1=1 i=lc+l 
= 2 di - k(k - 1) - (n - k) k 
z=l 
< kd, - k(k - 1) - (PI - k) k 
= k(d, - IZ + 1) < 0 
Step 7. Claim d,+, < y - 1. Compare D, with Dt+l , 
0 > Dt,l = Dt Ji- d,,, - 2t + min{dh+I , t) 
- $:+, lmin{di, t + I> - :min{d, , l>]. 
From Step 5, d,,, = d, < f. So min(di , t + I> = min{di , t) for i = y + 1 
to ~1. Of course, min{d, , t + l} < min(di , t> + 1 for all i. (21) implies 
0 3 0 i- d,,, - 2t + min(di+, , t) - (y - f - 1). cw 
When A+, < t, 4+, , < t - 1 < y - 1 by Step 5. When dt+l >, t, (22) 
shows 0 > e&+1 - 2t + t - (y - t - 1) = d,,, + 1 - y, In either case, 
4+, <r - 1. 
Step 8. From the last four steps, we know d,,, < t < d, ancl 
d,,, < y - B < dt . These four inequalities are all we need to show 
D, = D,-,(P). cw 
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The nonincreasing rearrangement of SC is 
n-l-d,> *a. > n - 1 - dI , 
n--?l 
D,a,(Sc) = C (n - 1 - d,-i+a - (n - y)(n - y - I> 
i=l 
- i&g+1 
minjn - 1 - d,-,+l, n - y} 
= (n - y)(n - 1 - d,> - (n - y)(n - y - 1) 
- & min{n - 1 - &-,+l , n - Y> 
-it1 min{n - 1 - dj, y1 - y>, since t < y from Step 5. 
Because dt 3 y - 1 2 d$+i , 
min(n - 1 - di , n - yj = I n-l-d, if i < t, n-Y if i > t. 
Consequently, 
D,+,(s~) = (n - y)(U - d,) - i (n - 1 - 4) - (y - t>(n - Y>. (24) 
i-1 
On the other hand, 
Of(S) = i di - t(t - 1) - (y - t> t - 5 min{di , t> - f min(d, t> 
i=l i=t-1 i=y+l 
= i di - t(t - 1) - (y - t) t - (n - y) d, 
i=l 
(because d, 3 t > d,,, = d,). 
The last expression coincides with the right-hand side of (24). (23) is 
proved. From Step 4, DC = 0. Hence D,-,(SO) = 0 as we want. 
The theorem is proved. 
9. CONCLUSION ON UNIGRAPHIC SEQUENCES 
Given a sequence of length n, Theorem 1 provides an iterative algorithm 
for testing the graphicality within 0(n2) steps (additions and comparisons 
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of integers). Instead, the graphicality can also be tested by Theorem 4, or 5, 
or 13. Although the criterions in these theorems seem more direct to the 
result, the number of steps is again proportional to r?. In the 
next theorem, an iterative algorithm for testing the u~igra~b~~ality is 
provided. The algorithm is complicated, but the ~orn~~tat~o~aI complexity 
is still bounded by O(n2) steps. 
THEOREMS 37. The u~igraph~ca~~ty of a sequence of lefzgth n can be 
tested, or reduced to the unigraphicality of a shorter sequevlce, or reduced to 
the ~nigra~hicality of two sequences whose total length is less thafz n; and 
this process can be done in O(n) steps (additions and comparisons). 
PraoJ First of all, we may assume the undertaken sequence is grap 
Let it be S : d1 > =*. > d, . We may assume d, > 8. If d1 = n - I, t 
replace S with the shorter sequence d2 - 1 3 .. ~ 3 dm - 1. So we also 
assume d1 < n - 1. When d1 = d, , the unigraphica.lity is easily tested by 
Theorem 20. 
From now on, we assume n - 1 > d1 > dn > 0. Defane r = r(S) = 
max(i / di = 4) and J&(S) = Cf=, di - k(k - 1) - C~&+, min(di ) k), for 
k = 1 to n. For any nonincreasing sequence a, r(T) and &(T) can be 
similarly defined. Consider three cases. 
Case 1. D,(S) = 0. Let X be the sequence 
(03, max(dT+, - r, 0}, max(d,,, - r, O},..., max(& - Y, O>), 
Let S - X be the sequence 
(4 ,..., 4 , minG&+, , r>, min{d7+z , I},..., min(d, ) r>). 
From Theorem 23, S is unigraphic if and only if X and S - X are uni- 
graphic. Let h be the number of nonzero terms in X. Then 0 < h < 
n-r<n. iscarding all zero terms, X becomes the following sequence 
of length h. 
X’ : (d,,;, - P,..., d+, - r). 
If min(d,+l , r> = min(d, , r}, the unigraphicality of S - X can be tested 
by Theorem 24 and hence the unigraphicality of S is either disproved or 
reduced to the unigraphicality of x’. 
Now we assume min{d,,, , r> > min{d, , r>. For Y f 1 < i < r + h, 
min(d, , r) = Y. Then we may repeatedly apply the statement 3) in 
Theorem 26 to the sequence S - X for h times. Thus S - X is unigraphic 
if and only if the sequence 
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is unigraphic. Apply Theorem 24 or Theorem 26 to the sequence T 
according to min(dT+ii+l, r > = min(d, , I) or min(d,,,, , r> > mini& , r ). 
Then the unigraphicality of T is tested or reduced to the unigraphicality of 
a sequence of length y1 - 1 - h. 
Case 2. D,(S) < 0 and d,,, = d, . Let S be the sequence as defined in 
Section 1. When Y = 1, S is unigraphic if and only ifs is, by Theorem 35. 
Similarly, when u(P) = 1, apply Theorem 35 to the sequence SC and reduce 
the unigraphicality of SC to that of a shorter sequence. When r > 1 < r(P), 
Theorems 32 and 34 show that S is not unigraphic. 
Case 3. D,(S) < 0 and cl,,, > d, . When Dr(so)(Se) = 0, replace S 
with SC and reduce to Case 1. Otherwise, Theorems 21 and 36 show that S 
is not unigraphic. 
The discussion in the above cases describes one full iteration of the 
algorithm for testing the unigraphicality of S. Clearly, there are only O(n) 
steps involved in the iteration. 
Example. For a better understanding of the algorithm, one may try 
testing the unigraphicality of the sequence 
(16, 14, 14, 14, 12, 11, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 6, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3). 
The answer is positive. 
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